Production Monitor
Keeping Track

Everything under control:

with the UNITED GRINDING Production Monitor you have immediate access to your current production status – independent of time and place.
Production Monitor

Production Monitoring provides you with a reliable 24/7 monitoring service. Runtimes and auxiliary times, quantities or malfunction times, for example, are shown in real time. Production Monitoring is the ideal aid for experts in their specific field as well as planners or production managers, whose focus is on a general overview.

Access the most important data from each machine directly via your smart phone app. In the event of a failure, you can report it by service request straightaway to the respective UNITED GRINDING employee.

**Your advantages at a glance:**
- Mapping of the current status of your machines
- Information and key figures about your machines – 24/7
- Support for your planners and production staff
- Data to optimize availability and capacity
- Early identification of production
- Improved transparency
Your data in safe hands

The most important feature of Internet-based connections is safety. UNITED GRINDING Digital Solutions is a Trusted Product as certified by the TÜVit certification center. TÜVit certified hardware and software: Secure products and systems you can rely on.
Any questions? Please contact us.

Secure your individual offer now.
Call us, we are happy to advise.
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